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WHAT IS A BEETROOT DEICER? 
When the weather becomes cold and precipitation falls over
an area, the low temperature often leads to ice forming on
the road. This shallow coating of ice on the road accounts for
the majority of vehicle accidents happening in winter. To
eliminate such problem, beetroot deicer can be sprayed on
the ice to facilitate faster melting of the ice. The deicer can
also be applied before precipitation falls as a preventative
measure as well.

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

\

Pure water freezes at 0℃ when the movement of water particles slows down
due to the low temperature. On the contrast, a solution containing solutes has
lower freezing point since the solutes present in the solution obstruct the
hydrogen bond forming between each water molecules and disrupt the
forming of solid lattice. Therefore, the ice will melt faster when solutes are
present with the water molecules. Moreover, if the beetroot deicer is sprayed
beforehand, the formation of ice will be delayed.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT ? 
Since frozen pavements have less friction and are more
slippery than ordinary roads, drivers often lose control of
their vehicles leading to huge accidents. To minimize
traffic risks arising from such ice, road salts and beet juice
can be applied onto the road. However, road salts result
in the contamination of surrounding water sources by
increasing the salinity and reduce the accessibility of
drinking water to both humans and wildlife, whereas
beet juice is harmless to the environment. The persistent
salts left in the environment are subsequently absorbed
by the groundwater and other water reservoirs nearby.
The carbohydrate and sugar components that constitute
beetroot are organic molecules that readily degrade
when exerted in the environment. Using beetroot deicer
instead of road salts will decrease the harm done on the
environment.


